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0. In Coeur d'Alene most morphemes and therefore most words end with one or more consonants. In some cases, a rule of truncation deleting all segments following the stressed vowel results in a stressed vowel in word-final position. In other cases, the suffix -i is affixed to a word following all other morphology, again creating a stressed vowel-final construction. In both cases the word-final stressed vowel is subject to an optional rule of stressed vowel lengthening, where the duration of the vowel is extended beyond that of other, phonologically predictable long (unstressed) vowels, and its pitch is raised, giving the vowel a song-like quality.

The rule of stressed vowel lengthening meets Woodbury's (1987) criteria for classification as a meaningful phonological process. Stressed vowel lengthening and -i suffixation overlap in semantic range, but their application is in separate parts of the grammar, one in postlexical phonology, the other in the morphology. All three rules are dependent on stress placement, and the lexically assigned stress of Coeur d'Alene makes the application of these rules difficult to predict.

The data so far are limited. In sections 1-3 I will describe each process, and in section 4, the rules governing these processes and their interaction.

1. Stressed vowel lengthening. Stressed vowel lengthening is a discourse device used to indicate some unusual augmentation, either of amount, effort, or duration of the item or action indicated. Stressed vowel lengthening most often occurs on the stressed vowel of otherwise unmodified forms (that is, forms not truncated or -i suffixed), though it may follow a rightward shift in stress that would not otherwise take place. In the following examples, the italicized words in (a) are the normally occurring, regularly stressed constructions; those in (b) are the lengthened forms.

1. a. hoy tənksx?čte səčut
   'So he went this Rock'
   b. x?čte səčut səčut
   'The little Rock, he was going along'

2. a. ... t c?á?w?ncut
   'and he washed himself'

2. Truncation. The following forms are examples of truncation, a process which, like English contraction, seems to be used as a matter of convenience. In these examples, the (a) form is truncated, the (b) form unaltered and shown with morphemic analysis.

3. a. si?n?ncut
   'he sniffed himself'
   b. utsam?ncu?t
   'again he sniffed himself'

   'then here the chief swam'
   b. k?un? nöd? d?m
   'then he swam'

5. a. ?ec?emut
   'he's sitting there'
   b. ?ec?emuts
   'he's sitting there'; 'he's just sitting there'; or 'he's sitting there a while'

The forms in 1 and 2 show that in certain words, a stressed vowel can be lengthened regardless of its position within the word. The forms in 3-5 show that in other constructions the normally stressed vowel loses stress to a following stressable vowel, which is then lengthened.

Vowel lengthening applies to single syllable words as well:

6. a. x?ist
   'he went'
   b. x?ist
   'he went'

In many of the texts recorded by Reichard (n.d.), who identifies length in the same manner used here, the lengthened form follows an otherwise identical unlengthened form:

7. a. hoi x?ist hoi x?ist čc smiyw.
   'then he went and went Coyote'
   b. hoi čc smiyw.
   'then she ate, she a-te'

The repetition of the form contributes to the augmentative indicated by lengthening.

2. Support for current research in Coeur d'Alene has been provided by the Jacobs Research Fund, Whatcom Museum, Bellingham, Washington. I am grateful to Blanche LaSarte, Lawrence Nicodemus, Margaret Stensgar and others of the Coeur d'Alene Tribe for sharing their knowledge and for their kind assistance in my research.

3. Data presented in this paper are from various sources. Examples taken from Reichard's (n.d.) unpublished texts are referred to by text number (in Roman numerals) and page; those from Nicodemus' 1975 dictionary are referred to as LND; examples from my own notes are indexed with the notebook number and page; PR (Potty and Rock) and CM (Coyote and Mole), with line numbers, refer to two of Margaret Stensgar's stories.
In all of these cases, the material deleted is never equivalent to a full morpheme, evidence that the process of truncation is phonological rather than morphological. The stressed suffix vowel is retained, and all following material is deleted, including subsequent morphemes as in (10) and (13):

(13) a. hnsqʷəqʷəsm'ti? 'dog' (1.13)
    b. hnsqʷəqʷəsmtən? 'dog'
    hnsqʷəqʷəsmtən? = əsm'ti? = əsmti

In several cases, analysis of the truncated form is unclear. The form in (14a) may be analyzable as shown in (14b); both forms are taken from Reichard's texts.

(14) a. ?e támalkʷ́má? 'all day' (2)
    b. ?átmáλkʷ́máλkʷ́ 'all day long'
    (?) ʔe(c)ʷ-t-ʔ melkʷ́ = melkʷ́

Comparison of these forms suggests that a reduplicated root is truncated, as also occurs in the diminutive form shown in (15):³

(15) gʷəfxʷəxʷəqʷ ···
    gʷəfxʷəxʷəqʷ = xʷəqʷəxʷəxʷ(ə-x-t-s) 'he gave' each a little'

³This form also shows vowel lengthening. See sections 1 and 4.

However, Coeur d'Alene does not elsewhere allow full reduplication of CVCC roots, making the analysis and the form shown in (14b) unlikely.4 Instead, the attested form and analysis in (16) is more likely the base for the regular truncation resulting in the form in (14a).

(16) ?átmálkʷ́máśq'it 'all day long'
    ʔe(c)ʷ-t-ʔ melkʷ́-m- = áśq'it

Several roots may themselves be truncated. In the following cases, each relatively common root forms a word by itself. In general, it seems that the roots that truncate do so only when they occur alone, without morphological (particularly infix or suffix) modification.

(17) a. ?áxi ··· 'now'
    √ʔáxí
    b. lu 'no'
    √lut
    c. xʷu ··· 'go'
    √xʷuy
    d. ?áxni 'it was very thirsty'
    ?ic-ʔ-c-s-n-=úp
    e. ?áxni 'leave'; 'go'
    √yení

The second root in a simple compound construction may also truncate:

(18) meʃi 'what'
    √meʃi/(h)iʃeʔ

All the forms in examples (9)-(18) show truncation following the stressed vowel of either a (compound) root or a lexical suffix. There is also at least one case (19a) where it appears that the stressed vowel of a grammatical suffix is the point of truncation. I have not yet found a full equivalent to this form. Possible analyses include a truncated continuative benefactive (19b), as suggested here, or a continuative indefinite intransitive with -i suffixation (19c);

(19) a. ?áxi cements 'She kept knitting'
    (? cements)
    b. ?áxi cements she kept knitting (for someone)
    √cements
    c. ?áxi cements she kept knitting (it)

4The form in (14a) is very unusual. Not only is the apparent reduplication outside the regular rules of CVC reduplication, the root, √melkʷ́ whole, here has its vowel lowered to a without the influence of a following pharyngeal or uvular consonant. I suspect that the form reflects some error or else indicates more complex phonology and morphology than is addressed here.
The regular, unexaggerated equivalents of the forms in (21) are listed in (22): in modern orthography and my analysis of their structure.

3. i suffixation. The truncated forms shown in (15), (17a) and (18) look very much like forms that result from the application of a rule of -i suffixation. Examples of -i suffixation include the following, taken from Reichard (1938:SS69), who states that this suffix implies "exaggeration or emphasis, particularly on the duration or force of an action."

The regular, unexaggerated equivalents of the forms in (21) are listed in (22):

Wherever the accent may fall in the regular form, it is shifted to the -i suffix where it occurs. In most cases, the -i suffix is also lengthened; example (21d) and the forms listed in (23) are a few of the exceptions:

Examples (15) and (17a, c) (and possibly (19a)) show truncated forms in combination with stressed vowel lengthening. Like the sequences shown in (7) and (8), these lengthened truncated forms often occur immediately following an unaltered equivalent:

Wherever the accent may fall in the regular form, it is shifted to the -i suffix where it occurs. In most cases, the -i suffix is also lengthened; example (21d) and the forms listed in (23) are a few of the exceptions:

Several of these examples (23a, b, e, f) use diminutive morphology (reduplicated C and -?i infIX), which may contrast with and prevent the augmentative vowel lengthening. However, length and diminutive morphology do cooccur; compare (23e) and (24):

Comparison of the forms in (21) and (22) clearly demonstrates that the final -i is a unique suffix, though it is not clear whether the -i form is the complete suffix or the result of truncation of some longer suffix or suffix combination that carries the exaggerative meaning. However, very rarely do passive (22a) or middle (22c, 23c, d, f) forms take suffixation beyond -mi; it is even less common for transitive forms to take any suffixation beyond the personal pronoun (including reflexive and reciprocal) markers. The transitive constructions in (25-27) have no comparable forms with truncatable suffixes following the transitivizer-pronoun sequences. The (b) forms in these examples show the unsuffixed counterparts to the transitive forms in (a).

These observations strengthen the claim that -i is the full form of the suffix, and that this suffix has special status in both placement and function. Saanich (Coast Salish) has a suffix of similar shape, -i, defined as reassertor, which indicates that the activity being described with use of this suffix "continues past inception as a state" (Montier 1986:54; also 158-9). Inclusion of the reassertor suffix in a Saanich word triggers an unusual rule of metaphasis, the effect of which is to move this stressed suffix rightward to replace a suffixal schwa. The shape, meaning, and rightward tendency of both the Cœur d'Alene and

The few cases where transitive forms are extended by suffixation are instances where retransitivization occurs. There is no element in retransitivizing suffixes that could be reduced by truncation to -i and carry exaggerative meaning.

The forms are given, with their glosses, as Reichard (1938) presents them, followed by a transcription in modern orthography and my analysis of their structure.

There is one exception in my notes: ttúpi 'it remains cool' (LN 3.25).
Saanich suffixes suggest that they are cognate, and that similar forms may exist in the other Salishan languages. Spokane, for example, has a non-perspectival word-final suffix with allomorphs -mi- (Carlson 1989cv); like the Saanich reenstrom, this Spokane suffix does not always claim stress, as does the Coeur d'Alene -i. If these suffixes are cognate, I would guess that the Spokane -mi is not an allomorph of the persistent, but instead is the combination of the middle suffix with the persistent (see section 5).

Like forms with lengthening alone, -i suffixed forms often occur in discourse immediately following an unsuffixed (and unlengthened) form:

(28) u'i·sum·'c'um·mi·· 'Again he cried and cried'
   c'um·mi·· 'a long time he cried' (vii 2) (xxiii 17)

(29) ho'i u'i·sum'c'um·mi·· 'Then again he dug, again (he) du·g' (xix 14)

(30) utmi·sp'oc' x'a sp'ocmé 'only dung, just dung' (xx 20)

4. Rules and interaction. The processes of truncation, vowel lengthening and -i suffixation in Coeur d'Alene often result in forms with similar shapes: truncation and -i suffixation both create unusual vowel-final words, and lengthening may apply to either; all three rules are dependent on stress placement. The rules, however, are distinct, and each applies at a separate level of word formation.

Vowel lengthening and -i suffixation both add an element of augmentation to the forms they affect. Though throughout this paper the glosses provided are vague on the specific interpretation of the altered forms, both processes add some element of augmentation that is quite clear when one hears a story told.

The similarity in meaning of -i suffixation and vowel lengthening suggests that the two processes are predictable variants of a single rule that lengthens and stresses the root vowel to a phono-logical feature of a specific morpheme vowel. To account for (31), assuming identical meaning for -i suffixation and lengthening (example 33) confirm that the two are distinct rules:

(31) a. x'i·st 'he went'
   √x'i·st

   b. dax'i·· 'he fell'
   √dax'i

Stress is lexically assigned in certain Coeur d'Alene morphemes; that is, stress may be considered a phonological feature of a specific morpheme vowel. To account for (31), assuming identical meaning for the lengthened forms, one would have to assume that the vowel of the root √x'i·st carries stress, while the vowel of √dax'i does not. The added component of augmentation or exaggeration would result in similar interpretation of both forms, i.e. that the activity or distance is longer or farther than normally.

However, the fact that -i suffixation may occur without subsequent lengthening, as is evident in examples (23e) and (24) (repeated here as 32a, b) and the fact that a single root may occur with either vowel lengthening (here with truncation) or -i suffixation and lengthening (example 33) confirm that the two are distinct rules:

(32) a. c'p·p'c'w'x'i·· 'twinkle'
   √c'p·p'c'w'x'i·t

   b. p'p'c'w'x'i·· 'it twinkled from far off'
   √p'p'c'w'x'i·t (i 26)

For the moment, I will identify -i suffixation as the persistent suffix and vowel lengthening as extension, though further study of their use in narrative is necessary to accurately describe their apparently distinct functions.

4.1. Extension. Woodbury's 1987 theory of Revised Double Articulation maintains that optional rules of postlexical phonology can bear meaning. He states:

For whatever may be formulated as an optional process bearing linguistic meaning, treat it as a rule in the phonology of a generative grammar only if:

A. It refers crucially to features of phonology in its structural description.

B. Its structural description, structural change, and effects on meaning are regular, predictable, and general (i.e., referring to natural classes rather than arbitrary lists of elements).

C. Its output is not referred to by any rules or distributional patterns in the syntax or lexicon.

Woodbury (1987:25) describes as a meaningful phonological rule whose form is to 'increase duration and raise pitch of the last segment of a foot in the word head of a predicate'. Coeur d'Alene extension also applies to predicate heads but is dependent on stress placement rather than (metrical) footing. Predicting stress in the Salishan languages has long been a problem, unfortunately, since the placement of stress is essential in predicting which vowel will receive the effects of extension. (For recent work on Interior Salish see Czyzowska-Higgins 1985, ms., and Mattina 1989). In Coeur d'Alene, lexically stressed morphemes, reduplication, and morphology-related rules such as diminutive stress-shift interfere with a fairly regular rule assigning penultimate stress; prefixes and pronominal morphemes (except reciprocal/reflexive) are never stressed.

Extension appears to be a two-part rule. First, it must shift stress to the right if an available stressable vowel is present. Second, the extension rule increases the duration and raises the pitch of the vowel that is in the end assigned stress. The derivation of the examples in (3) are given in (34):

(34) a. √sum·'t-sut → sum·'t-sut → sum·c'ut
   √sniff·'n-t-sut

   'he sniffed himself'

b. u·i, √sum·'t-sut → u·i, √sum·'t-sut → u·sunn·c'·u·t
   √sniff·'n-t-sut

   'again he sniffed himself'

In (a), stress is regularly assigned to the penultimate syllable; in (b), stress is shifted to the right and extension increases the duration and pitch of the vowel. Similar derivations account for examples (1), (4), and (5). Stress shift cannot apply to single syllabic forms, as in examples (7) and (8), where duration and pitch level increase are realized on the root vowel. Certain roots, such as √caw 'wash', are strong (lexically
stressed) and do not allow rightward stress shift when suffixed and subject to extension; example (2) is repeated here:

(35) a. ćaw'n-cut  “and he washed himself”
    b. ćá·w'ncut

Here, stress shift is prevented by lexical stress assignment, but extension still applies to lengthen and raise the pitch of the stressed vowel.

Using a metrical/grid analysis of stress (Prince 1983), which assigns lexically stressed syllables an extra grid-mark, the following rules apply to correctly predict stress and thus the vowel subject to extension:

(36) a. Construct the grid; lexically stressed vowels get two ticks.
    b. extension stress shift (ESS): (Optional). Tick rightmost grid position; this is a foot-level end rule applying from the right.
    c. Penultimate stress (PS); applies only if no clash (adjacent ticks at the same level) results.
    d. End rule (ERL): tick leftmost, highest grid position at word level.

These rules are not sufficient to account for all stress placement in Coeur d’Alene, but are adequate for the data considered here. Rules of truncation (section 4.2) and extension, given in (37), apply following the rules of stress placement in (36).

(37) extension: increase stressed vowel duration and raise pitch.

Example (38) shows standard application of the stress placement rules, excluding extension stress shift on a root without lexical stress. Prefixes are never stressed and so are here not included in grid construction. Penultimate stress (36c) and the end rule (36d) apply to correctly place stress.

(38) d x ERL
    c x PS
    a ¥dar ¥ mënë ¥ aldárëné  ‘sun’

This analysis accounts for stress placement in very many Coeur d’Alene lexical items, where rules of stress placement are not disturbed by morphological processes such as the diminutive stress shift and C₂ reduplication, or distributive CVC reduplication.

Where the optional foot-level end rule of ESS (36b) applies, penultimate stress assignment is prevented by the restriction against ‘clash’, the presence of adjacent ticks at the same grid level (above the syllable). In cases where lexical stress does not interfere, stress will be assigned to the final syllable, and extension (37) lengthens the stressed vowel:

(39) d x ERL
    b x ESS
    a x x
    sum-n-t-sut  →  sumncú·t

Lexical stress, however, alters the derivation of extension. Grid construction includes the placement of an extra tick for the lexically stressed root. If the ESS rule applies (40a; clash may prevent its application even at the syllable level), it does not disturb expected root stress; PS applies, serving to maintain the initial syllable as the strongest in the grid. If ESS does not apply (40b) as may be the case with words constructed with lexically stressed morphemes, PS applies vacuously since the penultimate syllable is already the strongest grid position. In either derivation of this lexically stressed extension form, the ERL accentuates the strength of the penultimate and assigns it stress.

(40) a. d x ERL
    c x PS
    b x LS x ESS
    a x x
    ćaw-n-t-sut  →  ćá·w'ncut

b. d x ERL
    b x LS
    a x x
    ćaw-n-t-sut  →  ćá·w'ncut

Extension is a meaningful phonological process in Coeur d’Alene since it refers only to stress placement in its structural description; its meaning, like that of Yup’ik Foot Stretching (Woodbury 1987:25), consistently refers to an intensification of the predicate referent; and no syntactic rule or distributional pattern is reliant on or disturbed by its application.

4.2. Truncation. While -s suffocation (section 4.3) and extension occur only in natural discourse, truncation may occur in isolated (elicited) forms as well as in discourse. Truncation does not add meaning to any form, except perhaps to imply convenient or casual speech. The rule of truncation applies postlexically, and may be formulated as in (41):

(41) truncation:
    X → 0 / ∀

Stipulation: unrecoverable meaningful material cannot be deleted.

The rule is optional, and applies to delete all material following a stressed vowel. There appear to be restrictions on its application, as stated in the rule stipulation. Only a small number of common roots may be truncated when unsuffixed (see example 17), and even so there may be confusion in meaning out of context:

(42) a. lu no
    √lut

b. lu it is dry
    √lap

Derived stems that contain only one (the root) vowel generally do not truncate in order to protect the meaning of the full form. For example, the form in (43a) is restricted from truncation, which would result in the meaningless form in (43b):

(43) a. sum-n-t-sut
    b. sumncú·t
The ordering of truncation with respect to extension is ambiguous and unimportant, since either ordering would result in the same output. However, extension stress shift (36b), if it applies, must do so prior to truncation. Truncation and extension are both postlexical rules and must follow -i suffixation, a morphological process.

4.3. Persistent. The persistent -i suffix is a lexically stressed morpheme with a very late and unusual placement in word structure. It occurs following all other sequential morphology, including the pronominal suffixes. The phonological result of persistent suffixation is often very similar to that of truncated structures: both processes result in word-final vowels that are optionally lengthened by extension. My claim that persistent is not a default vowel appended to a word to take a rightward shift in stress such as may accompany extension (as discussed in section 4) is supported by observing the effects of harmony on persistent forms.

Progressive harmony is the association of a root-assigned pharyngeal feature to the stressed vowel of a full word, whether the stress falls on the root or suffix; regressive harmony is the spread of the pharyngeal feature from a facial segment, consonant or vowel, to any preceding vowel. There are two vowels in Coeur d’Alene that occur as i when unaffected by harmony: i1, the default vowel, is maximally underspecified; i2 is minimally specified, being assigned the feature [-back] in underlying representation. With either progressive or regressive harmony, the default vowel i1 lowers and retracts to a, but the minimally specified i2 lowers only to e, and does not retract.

If -i suffixation were formulated as a vehicle for extension stress assignment, one would expect the maximally underspecified vowel i1 to fill the position by default. However, the effect of progressive harmony clearly indicates that it is i2 in this position: examples (21d) and (30) show that the persistent vowel occurs as e following the roots /jpas/ ‘astonish’ and /jpo/ ‘dung’, both of which regularly trigger progressive harmony. Confusion may result in attempts to distinguish e-final坚持 suffixation, e-final truncation, and e-final persistent suffixation, e-final truncated forms, e.g. (10), from e-final persistent forms based on harmony roots, e.g. (30), until an equivalent truncated form is found or it can be demonstrated that the root induces harmony. Forms such as (44) are clearly the result of truncation:

(44) maqʷâ ‘they lay (in a pile)’

If the root maqʷ ‘stack; pile up’ induced progressive harmony, persistent suffixation would result in the unverified form maqʷ. Other persistent forms (21a; 45) show that this root does not induce progressive harmony:

(45) ?amcmâqʷ ‘things were piled up’

The untruncated form of (44) is more likely maqʷalqʷ ‘long objects are piled’.

5. Summary. In Coeur d’Alene, persistent suffixation and truncation both result in unusual vowel-final words. Placement of the persistent suffix, a full morpheme, precedes the application of the postlexical rules of truncation and extension. Unaltered stems as well as persistent and truncated forms may have lengthened vowels resulting from extension, which has been identified here as a meaningful phonological process.

The following example sets show persistent suffixation, truncation, and extension applied to several words based on various roots. In these examples, truncation is evident in the discrepancy between the surface form (line 1) and the analysis (line 2). The persistent suffix is indicated in the analysis and morpheme identification (lines 2 and 3); extension is indicated only in lines 1 (by raised dots) and 3 (as

------------------------

The first example, (46), shows how words based on the root /p/ ‘whole, complete’ appear with (a) persistent and extension, (b) truncation and extension, and (c) truncation alone.

(46) a. ufcmâkʷ ‘just as good as new’
   uf /p ufcmâkʷ-i
   again ASP/p/complete-PERSISTENT-EXTENSION
b. ?ccmlkʷ ‘a whole foot’
   ?cc /p /mlkʷ-s=n fs
   ASP/p/complete-s=foot-EXTENSION
c. ?atmlkʷ ‘all day long’
   ?c-t /p /mlkʷ-m=asq’it
   PREP=LOC/complete-CONN=day

Persistent and extension (47a, b) v. persistent alone (47c) and truncation alone (47d), with the root /p/ ‘dry’:

(47) a. u ?kʷu lupˈ ‘you are just dry’
   u ?kʷu ?lup-i
   ASP 2s /dry-PERSISTENT-EXTENSION
b. ?fufi ‘It is all dry.’
   ?f /p /ufi-i
   DIM/dry-DIM-PERSISTENT-EXTENSION
c. ?c?ufi ‘a dry spot’
   ?c /p /ufi-i
   LOC-ASP-DIM/dry-DIM-PERSISTENT
  (xv 9)
d. ?c?u ‘it was very thirsty’
   ?c /p /u-i
   ASP/PERSISTENT-EXTENSION

Truncation and extension (48a) v. truncation alone (48b) with the root /p/ ‘do with, be the matter’:

(48) a. kum? /p /c’e?i ‘What is the matter?’
   kum? /p /c’e?i
   and ASP/DO with-EXTENSION
b. he /p /c’el ‘What is the matter?’
   he /p /c’e?i
   PART ASP/DO with

The examples in (49) show words based on the root /p/ ‘go’ with several combinations of the processes discussed here: (49a) is unaffected by any of the rules discussed here, provided for comparison to (49b) persistent and extension; (49c) persistent and extension; and (49d) truncation and extension.

------------------------

Extension is difficult to indicate in the analysis without implying some type of placeholder in the grammar, which is wholly unnecessary for a postlexical rule.
The allomorphy of -mi/-i non-perfective in Spokane (see section 3) indicated by Carlson 1989 is not predictable in Coeur d’Alene. Instead it appears that in Coeur d’Alene, roots that normally take the middle suffix -m also occur with persistent suffixation, just as do roots that do not occur with the middle. One pair of forms, based on the root /Sec 'dig', show persistent (with extension) on what appear to be middle and non-middle constructions.

(50)  a. utšacmi: 'again du...g'
    ut /Sec-m-i
    AGAIN /dig-middle-PERSISTENT-EXTENSION

  b. x̌'it ne? ňəci: if it is dug here
    x̌'it ne? ňSec=1
    PART IRREAL LOC /dig-PERSISTENT-EXTENSION

This is the only pair I have found showing distinct use of -m-i v. -i on the same root.
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